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like an old man, benjamin button is living in a nursing home. and, like an old man, he is still living in
the past. this is when he first meets daisy. she is a young girl, who is also very beautiful. as a child,
daisy was a girl who was very active and never afraid to express herself. even then, she was a very

rebellious and free girl. as benjamin and daisy begin to interact, they realize that they are very
similar. not only do they both like the same type of music, they also have the same dream of

meeting the same person in the future. the fact that benjamin button is a very old man and daisy is
very young, does not stop their love from growing. in 2009, the curious case of benjamin button was
ranked by the national board of review as the 16th-greatest movie of the 2000s. it was ranked #14
by the american film institute, and #4 on the afi's 100 years, 100 movies list. it was selected by the

new york times as one of the top 10 pictures of the decade. it has also been recognized by the
national film registry. the film was #31 on entertainment weeklys "all time" list of the 100 best films.
the film was nominated for, and won, a directors guild of america award for outstanding directorial
achievement in theatrical feature film. it was nominated for the academy award for best picture,

becoming the first film directed by fincher to be nominated in that category. it also was nominated
for best adapted screenplay, which went to the screenwriter (eric roth) and co-writer (fincher) duo of
scott frank and eric roth. benjamin button was nominated for best supporting actor for caine, which

went to eric bana in australia.
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Translation from Tagalog: When Benjamin Button visited Washington, they used to dress him up in
their clothes. Benjamin was used to call him Pinoy Baboy, and he started taking pride in that.
Benjamin's occupation is unknown, but his family lives in a mansion with servants. Tagalog

Translation: Though Benjamin's family and relatives all thought it'd be nice to dress him up like they
did, Benjamin couldn't take it anymore. He started feeling embarrassed, and his family started

treating him like a kid. Continuing with the Tagalog Story: It's not that Benjamin's age is the
problem, but it's more of the way people behave like children when getting old. Benjamin decided to

think more positively. He thought he could make the best of it by being more open-minded.
Meanwhile, at a nursing home in New Orleans, an elderly Daisy Williams, who is on her death bed,

asks her daughter to read aloud to her from the diary of Benjamin Button. The diary recounts
Benjamin's entire extraordinary life, the primary unusual aspect of which was his aging backwards,

being diagnosed with several aging diseases at birth and thus given little chance of survival, but who
does survive and gets younger with time. Abandoned by his biological father, Thomas Button, after
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Benjamin's biological mother died in childbirth, Benjamin was raised by Queenie, a black woman and
caregiver at a seniors home. Queenie raised him in her home, which is where she first met Benjamin.

The city fathers finally decide that the hospital morgue can remain open and be the best place to
take the most vulnerable citizens to ride out the storm, so long as a temporary morgue was built in

the nursing homes. Eventually, Caroline is able to convince them to take Daisy to the hospital
morgue to show her it can work. Daisy ultimately perishes, but Benjamin, as it turns out, is alive. He
is still growing younger by the hour, as he spends time with his elderly father, Thomas Button, who is

now advanced in age. At the same time, Benjamin, who has been unable to find his biological
mother, is finally able to bond with his newborn daughter, Bella, who Daisy helped give birth to.
Daisy, who has always felt an enormous guilt for not being able to do anything to save her first

friend, Benjamin, 5ec8ef588b
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